TAS/BETC not transmitted on transactions.

224 or 1219/1220 submitted end of month.

Reclassify only at end of month during open reporting window.

CARS Account Statement (AS) becomes viewable after the 7th business day of month.

Review Becoming a CARS Reporter Overview online training course as needed to review transition process.

Attend CARS Reporting Overview.

Determine ALC and system type(s) to transition.

Complete SAM Pilot Set Up.

Gain access to CARS.

Communicate with Trading Partners indicating CARS status and TAS/BETC requirement(s).

Grant permission for CARS CRM Team to set IPAC requirements (IPAC pilot only).

224 submitted monthly (business as usual).

Reclassify only at end of month during open window.

CARS Account Statement (AS) becomes viewable after the 7th business day of month.

Attend data analysis meeting/call to review TAS/BETC information or C-Key translation.

TAS/BETC transmitted on all transactions.

Reclassify (Section 1) available all month.

Account statement available all month.

No Statement of Difference (SOD).

Access to reports in CARS.

Work with SAM Team if new C-Keys or collection mechanisms are added.

Review Becoming a CARS Reporter Overview online training course as needed to review transition process.